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COMPARING CYCLE PARAMETERS IN PSS8 vs. PSS5 SYSTEMS - 06

The PSS8 Trinity Control System provides a larger variety and greater flexibility of
cycle parameters than the popular PSS5 system. This series will discuss the
enhancements in the PSS8 parameters as they relate to each phase of a standard
cycle.

POST-PULSES

Post-pulses are used to aid in drying of dense loads such as wrapped packs by
alternately drawing the chamber into a vacuum and then charging the chamber
with air. Since the goal is to dry the load, the chamber will not go above
atmospheric pressure since that would require adding steam.

The PSS5 system can execute from 0 to 6 post-pulses as set by the # OF
POSTVACS parameter.

A Post-pulse starts with the drain opening and the vacuum system turning on until
the chamber pressure reaches the vacuum point as determined by the DRY VAC
POINT parameter. When the chamber pressure reaches the vacuum end point,
the chamber drain remains open and the vacuum system continues to run for the
extent of the hold time as determined by the DRY VAC TIME. This time pertains to
all post-pulses in this cycle. At the end of the hold time, the drain and vacuum
system then turn off and the air-in valve opens until the chamber pressure reaches
one PSIG below atmospheric pressure. This completes one post-pulse. At this
point, the cycle will advance to the next post-pulse or continue to the next phase if
it was the last post-pulse.

The PSS8 system executes post-pulses in much the same way. However, each
pulse can be tailored to the specific needs of the load. On the PSS8 system, the
user can specify the vacuum level using the VACUUM END PRESSURE
parameter as well as the rate of vacuum using the VACUUM RATE parameter. The
duration of the vacuum portion is determined by the VACUUM HOLD TIME
parameter. Similarly, the charge portion of the post-pulse is controlled using the
CHARGE END PRESSURE parameter and CHARGE RATE parameter. Each of
these parameters can be set individually in each of the post-pulses. This allows
the post-pulses to be fully customized for differing loads.


